Genetic heterogeneity for Duchenne-like muscular dystrophy (DLMD) based on linkage and 50 DAG analysis.
Duchenne-like muscular dystrophy (DLMD) is an autosomal recessive (AR) muscular dystrophy which presents a clinical course indistinguishable from the Xp21 Duchenne muscular dystrophy or DMD. Recently, Othmane et al., based on a linkage study with 13q12 markers in 3 highly inbred DLMD families from Tunisia, suggested that the gene for this myopathy lies in the pericentromeric region of chromosome 13q. It is unknown if there is genetic heterogeneity causing the DLMD phenotype. Therefore, the aim of the present report is to describe the results of linkage analysis in 4 Brazilian DLMD families with 13q12 markers (D13S115 and D13S120), which were also tested for 50DAG. It was possible to exclude the 13q gene at theta = 0.10 as responsible for the DLMD phenotype in our families using both 13q12 markers, if the lod scores of each family were added up. Interestingly, 3 families were deficient for 50 DAG while one showed a positive pattern for this glycoprotein. Therefore, these results suggest: a) the DLMD phenotype is caused by more than one recessive gene; b) a gene, not located at 13q, causes deficiency of 50 DAG as a primary or secondary defect.